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The way the Bobby Rahal Automotive Group leaders saw things, their
experiences with healthcare costs were kind of like being on a racetrack
without ever approaching the finish line. That hurt, considering the
Pennsylvania auto dealership’s majority owner was an Indy 500 winner both
as a driver and as a team owner. It meant a new course had to be steered if
the company and its employees were to come out ahead.
By self-funding its health plan, the organization gained the flexibility needed
to drive savings with two programs – a reference-based pricing payment
model for healthcare services and a pharmaceutical carve-out plan. The
numbers show how the strategies helped the Rahal Group better control its
healthcare costs:
ȋ

The organization has had no health plan premium increases in last three years,
and deductibles have actually been lowered.

ȋ

Reference-based pricing saves an average of 20% annually on healthcare facility
charges, which accounted for 80% of the group’s claims costs.

ȋ

Between $100,000 to $150,000 is saved annually in pharmaceutical costs
through the group’s pharmaceutical carve-out program by leveraging negotiating
power, maximizing rebates and implementing clinical advantage programs.
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Charting a new course for
healthcare benefits
Headquartered in Mechanicsburg, PA, the Bobby Rahal Automotive
Group is comprised of 11 auto dealer locations in western and
central Pennsylvania with 800 team members. Chief Executive
Officer Ron Ferris says rising healthcare costs have been a neverending issue: “Each year, we’d get presented with a 20% increase.
We’d arm-wrestle it down to under 10% and try to cover it with
moves like raising deductibles. And then the next year, we’d have
to do it all over again.”
In 2013, HUB International proposed the group move to selffunding. By operating and funding its own health plan rather than
pay a fixed premium to an insurer, the group would gain more
control over its own healthcare destiny, with the ability to create
lower-cost plans and benefits tailored to team member needs.
It wasn’t a hard sell: Rahal’s leaders immediately understood this
move was in the team’s best interests. Two years later, they were
just as eager to move ahead with two programs HUB proposed:
reference-based pricing and the pharmaceutical carve-out.

“Each year, we’d get
presented with a 20%
increase. We’d armwrestle it down to
under 10% and try to
cover it with moves
like raising deductibles.
And then the next year,
we’d have to do it all
over again.”
Ron Ferris, Chief
Executive Officer
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One route to winning —
reference-based pricing
Ron Ferris believes there’s only one way to break a losing cycle: “You start
doing things differently,” he says. “We were managing costs much better with
self-funding. And then HUB introduced us to reference-based pricing. We really
liked it. This was doing something different.”
Reference-based pricing, typically a strategy for self-insured plans, is a
payment model for provider services where the plan sets payment caps tied
to Medicare reimbursement rates – the Medicare rate plus 25% or plus 40%, for
example. Traditional payment models pay claims based on a discount off of
billed charges. Carriers often tout higher discounts. However, more and more
employers are questioning “discount off of what number?” A 50% discount off
of a service marked up 1,000% is hardly a good deal.
Done right, reference-based pricing’s payment caps translate into savings on
total medical claim costs. A group of HUB self-insured clients which adopted
this pricing payment model for their medical plans between 2012 and 2017
achieved median savings that were 27% better than the traditional self-insured
medical market, with some savings reaching as high as 46%.
Potential exposures can be averted with close attention to plan design and
stop-loss contracts. The right solution provider is also key; Rahal’s provider
plays a comprehensive role, from negotiating price caps to providing team
member education and support.

“We had to explain
how the program
worked and provide
the tools that would
make our team
comfortable with it.”
Sarah Gee, HR Administrator

That support is critical. “We knew we couldn’t just throw this out there,”
says Sarah Gee, the company’s HR administrator. “We had to explain how the
program worked and provide the tools that would make our team comfortable
with it.”
Rahal gives its reference-based pricing partner credit for a rich toolkit and
a hands-on approach. Services include a website for plan members that
contains information about the plan and process, along with a comprehensive
list of providers, both in and out-of-network. The partner also has assigned a
dedicated claims manager to the Rahal group account.
The journey has been surprisingly free of potholes, Ferris and Gee say. There
have been few issues with balance billing, for example, which is when an
employee is billed for the difference between the provider’s charge and the
plan’s payment. Problems have been averted, Gee says, due to the claims
manager’s attention to detail and the clear communication of the process to be
followed when a balanced bill is triggered. In fact, during a recent eight-month
period, 564 claims were audited, but only four open bills required intervention
to settle and close.
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Prescription drug carve-out
provides another winning course
Also improving Rahal’s course on total healthcare is the pharmaceutical
plan carve-out, which makes it now completely separate from the medical
plan. As a self-funded organization, the Rahal Group gained a clear view
of utilization patterns and high cost/low impact prescriptions necessary to
optimize its formularies.
Before the carve-out, the organization’s prescription drug budget was
running $480,000 annually, with limited rebates. The ability to maximize
rebates and pricing brought its costs down to $360,000, and Gee says
additional prescription drug cost savings have been identified by further
optimizing the program. Among the considerations: a clinical assessment
process, manufacturer assistance programs for high cost drugs, a high dollar
claim review, and options to fine-tune the formulary.
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Ultimately, everyone finishes ahead
With healthcare cost pressures substantially relieved, the focus has moved
to strengthening benefits. Important enhancements have been single-case
agreements under the metric-based pricing program and a tier added to
the plan’s premium structure.
Single-case agreements, typically a strategy for much larger groups, has
been key given the company’s dealerships which are outside of major
population centers. That can make it a challenge to get all required services
paid at an in-network level. These agreements ensure team members receive
the care they need without disruption. Providers also have been added to
the network just for a single team member, when necessary, and providers
can be nominated by them, too.
In the long run, the Rahal Group has gained a better handle on healthcare
benefits. From the perspective of the needs of today’s team and Rahal’s
ability to continue to recruit and retain talented people, the organization
now sees itself with a distinct advantage. Being able to tell candidates that
there have been no increases in healthcare premiums in three years has
been a powerful part of its recruitment message.
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We’re HUB
When you partner with us, you’re at the center of a vast
network of experts who will help you reach your goals.
With HUB, you have peace of mind that what matters most
to you will be protected — through unrelenting advocacy
and tailored solutions that put you in control.
Contact a HUB advisor today at:

hubemployeebenefits.com

Ready for tomorrow.
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